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Metallic pastel lilac and powdery caramel with glossy texture and subtle shine will illuminate 
the next ski season.
Feminine, elegant and versatile – understated yet luxurious sophistication on and o� the 
slopes guaranteed.

Choose between the shimmering pu�y duvet jacket with a sophisticated HIGH SOCIETY print 
on the lower back and hoody, slim �t jackets with Bi stretch backs for extra comfort, or 80th 
inspired voluminous snow shirts which make a very sophisticated and warm out�t when worn 
under the new pu�er down duvet vest.

For the ultimate glam and perfect silhouette opt for the Bi stretch Couture jacket with metal 
panels and star applications – a true stand out piece.

Team the style with matching accessories: be it the color or look coordinated 1st and 2nd layer 
made out of breathable high-tech material or our new super soft Merino Ski knit wear. For the 
ultimate luxurious feeling get a piece of the new cashmere collection to complete an assured-
ly e�ortless sophistication on and o� the slopes.

Our collection is complemented by color and look coordinated ski stretch trousers which 
excel due to exceptional �t, high tech materials and the perfect cut to �atter every silhouette.

Metallic Glance – a luxurious statement that will brighten up any freezing cold winter day.
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caramel 80

lilac 22

DAKOTA
HS9800.SG.F
with snow gaiter

DAKOTA
HS9800.SG.FF
with snow gaiter

DAKOTA
HS9800.F
detachable fur �nn racoon

DAKOTA
HS9800.FF
detachable faux fur

DAKOTA
HS9800.SG.WF
with snow gaiter

DAKOTA
HS9800.WF
without fur

functional metall fabric

58% pa
22% pu
20% ea
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 sizes 34 - 44

down �lling 90/10



white - caramel
0080

white - lilac
0022

black - caramel
        5080

HARPER
HS9801.F
detachable fur �nn racoon

HARPER
HS9801.FF
detachable faux fur

HARPER
HS9801.WF
without fur

1. functional 
    metall fabric

     58% pa
     22% pu
     20% ea
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2. Softshell

84% nylon
16% ea

insulation �lling M3down padded
90/10

 sizes 34 - 44



white - lilac
0022

black - caramel
        5080

SKYLAR
HS9802
no fur
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insulation �lling M3

Softshell
4 way stretch

84% nylon
16% ea

 sizes 34 - 44



functional metall fabric

58% pa
22% pu
20% ea

down �lling 90/10

TESS
HS9803
no fur

page 4

lilac 22

caramel 80

 sizes 34 - 44



functional metall fabric

58% pa
22% pu
20% ea

down �lling 90/10

lilac 22

CARLA
HS9804.F
detachable fur �nn racoon
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caramel 80

CARLA
HS9804.FF
detachable faux fur

CARLA
HS9804.WF
without fur

 sizes 34 - 44



For the women who is looking for unique pieces: HIGH SOCIETY Stardust collection! An exclu-
sive and very re�ned couture collection.
A monochromatic color palette using a striking pink, a powerful turquoise, clean white and a 
classic black.
A sophisticated 4 way stretch allows slim cuts for �attering streamlined silhouettes. 
Opt for the elegant stretch jacket with “en vogue” star application combined with the new 
comfortable and super warm 4 way stretch ski pants with �eece lining for extra warmth and 
sophisticated star and logo applications on the back side and the side of the legs. A stylish 
and chic look. No doubt a head turner on and o� the slope.

For all women who want to be seen and are brave enough to stand out – The High Society 
Stardust collection is a must this season. Made out of comfortable 4 way stretch that �atters 
and elongates every silhouette. 
A bold logo star at the front, star applications around the collar and at the side of the legs. This 
look guarantees a very strong appeal that is equally dramatic and en vogue and underlines 
perfectly your sophistication.

Team this style with the matching super soft Merino knit wear or luxurious cashmere to 
complete this glamourous look or combine it with color or print coordinated 1st and 2nd

Layers made out of super breathable hightech material.

All pieces are accentuated by opulent shiny nickel silver accessories to give your out�t that 
extra bit of HIGH SOCIETY allure.

Stardust: Don’t compromise – reach for the stars!
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Softshell 4 way stretch
big star outline

84% nylon
16% ea

insulation �lling M3

SKYLAR
HS9810
no fur

page 6

black 50

white 00 pink 26 turquoise 30

 sizes 34 - 44



CHLOE
HS9811
no fur

page 7

Softshell 4 way stretch
big star outline

84% nylon
16% ea

upper body insulation �lling M3

white 00 pink 26 turquoise 30

black 50 insulation 3M - upper body

 sizes 34 - 44



Leather (eco), a symbol for an understated yet edgy look is back in its most classic colors: 
Black and White.
A very small sophisticated collection, perfect to combine with HIGH SOCIETY Tropical Thunder 
or Metal Glance collection.
Choose between the pu�y down duvet jacket with distinct HIGH SOCIETY logo print on the 
lower back and hoody or the new down duvet vest which adds instant sophistication to every 
out�t.
All in all: This season calls for a stand out look!
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DAKOTA
HS9815.SG.F
with snow gaiter

DAKOTA
HS9815.SG.FF
with snow gaiter

DAKOTA
HS9815.SG.WF
with snow gaiter

black 50

white 00

DAKOTA
HS9815.F
detachable fur �nn racoon

eco
leather

100% pl
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real down �lling 90/10

DAKOTA
HS9815.FF
detachable faux fur

DAKOTA
HS9815.WF
without fur

 sizes 34 - 44



eco
leather

100% pl

real down �lling 90/10

black 50

white 00

CARLA
HS9816
no fur

page 9

 sizes 34 - 44



Pep up your ski wardrobe this year with High Society TROPICAL THUNDER collection, and 
explosion of colors and a vibrant mix of tropical �ora and fauna.

Whether you opt for the more classic white based “Jungle light”, the dramatic turquoise versi-
on, the elegant interpretation of the tropical botanics in black and white or the mysterious 
dark green and black look – embrace the wild side of nature this season.

Choose between the Bomber style jacket for a younger and very fashionable look, slim �t 
jackets to �atter your silhouette or pu�y down duvet jackets for those who prefer a more 
sporty attire. Brand new is the 80th retro inspired voluminous snow shirt which makes a very 
sophisticated and warm out�t, especially when combined with the new pu�y down duvet 
vest either in the same print or for a more settled look from the Hypnotic Glance collection in 
monochrome colors.

Those who are looking for an ultra sporty look and who want to fully �atter and elongate their 
silhouette opt for the sexy catsuit either in the elegant black and white tropical look or the 
more muted dark green and black version. Made for the woman who wants to be seen, who is 
always in motion and brave enough to stand out.

Team your favorite piece with matching super soft merino knit wear or luxurious cashmere to 
complete the e�ortless look or choose the color or print coordinated 1st or 2nd layers made out 
of breathable hightech material.

All pieces are accentuated by opulent shiny silver or gold accessories to give your out�t that 
extra bit of High Society allure.

TROPICAL THUNDER: a visual reminder of the beauty of our planet and of what really matters!
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functional nylon satin recycled
jungle print design

100% pes

real down �lling 90/10

black - army
150 

white - black
100 

AMY
HS9825.SG.F
with snow gaiter

AMY
HS9825.F
detachable fur �nn racoon

AMY
HS9825.FF
detachable faux fur

AMY
HS9825.WF
without fur
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AMY
HS9825.SG.FF
with snow gaiter

AMY
HS9825.SG.WF
with snow gaiter

 sizes 34 - 44



1. functional
    nylon satin recycled
    jungle print design

    100% pes

2. Softshell
     4 way stretch

84% nylon
16% ea

black - army
150 

white - black
100 

HARPER
HS9826.F
detachable fur �nn racoon

HARPER
HS9826.FF
detachable faux fur

HARPER
HS9826.WF
without fur
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insulation �lling M3down padded
90/10

 sizes 34 - 44



functional nylon satin recycled
jungle print design

100% pes

down �lling 90/10

black - army
150 

white - black
100 

TESS
HS9827
no fur

page 12

 sizes 34 - 44



functional Softshell
jungle print design

94% pes
  6% ea

EMMA
HS9828

page 13

black - army
150 

white - black
100 

insulation �lling M3 upper body

 sizes 34 - 44



AMY
HS9830.SG.F
with snow gaiter

turquoise - 230 

white - 200 

AMY
HS9830
detachable fur �nn racoon

jungle print design colors

100% pa

page 14

down �lling

AMY
HS9830.FF
detachable faux fur

AMY
HS9830.WF
without fur

AMY
HS9830.SG.FF
with snow gaiter

AMY
HS9830.SG.WF
with snow gaiter

 sizes 34 - 44



jungle print
design colors

100% pa

down �lling 90/10

turquoise - 230 

white - 200 

HARPER
HS9831.F
detachable fur �nn racoon

HARPER
HS9831.FF
detachable faux fur

HARPER
HS9831.WF
without fur

page 15

Softshell

61% pa
23% pu
16% ea

insulation �lling M3

 sizes 34 - 44



turquoise - 230 

white - 200 

MINA
HS9832
no fur

jungle print design colors

100% pa

page 16

VALTHERM

 sizes 34 - 44



jungle print design colors

100% pa

down �lling

white
200 

turquoise
230 

CARLA
HS9833
no fur

page 17

 sizes 34 - 44



Softshell 4 way stretch
embroidery stars metall

schöller material

49% pes
30% pa
12% pu
  9% el

black - silver
 5090

white - silver
 0090

black - caramel
 5080

white - caramel
 0080

LANI
HS9840
inside lenghts
size S is 76 cm

LANI LONG
HS9840.L + 4cm
inside lenghts
size S is 80 cm
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 sizes 34 - 44



black - 50

LANI
HS9841
inside lenghts
size S is 76 cm

page 19

LANI LONG
HS9841.L + 4cm
inside lenghts
size S is 80 cm

white - 00

Softshell 4 way stretch

schöller material

49% pes
30% pa
12% pu
  9% el

 sizes 34 - 44



white - caramel
 0080

black - caramel
 5080

white - lilac
 0022

black - lilac
 5022

JIL
HS9842
inside lenghts
size S is 76 cm

JIL LONG
HS9842.L + 4cm
inside lenghts
size S is 80 cm

Softshell 4 way stretch
embroidery stars metall

84% nylon
16% ea

insulation �lling M3

page 20

 sizes 34 - 44



white 00 pink 26 turquoise 30

black 50

JIL
HS9843
inside lenghts
size S is 76 cm

JIL LONG
HS9843.L + 4cm
inside lenghts
size S is 80 cm
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Softshell 4 way stretch
embroidery stars

84% nylon
16% ea

insulation �lling M3

 sizes 34 - 44



black - lilac
 5022

LEONIE
HS9850

dolomiti superroubaix 
stars metall 

81% pes
19% ea

brushed Jersey
moisture management
wind control
UPS 50+
 

page 22

white - lilac
 0022

black - caramel
 5080

white - caramel
 0080

 sizes 34 - 44



STELLA
HS9851

colorado lycra
stars metall 

90% pes
10% ea

page 23

brushed Jersey
moisture management
UPS 50+

black - lilac
 5022

white - lilac
0022

black - caramel
 5080

white - caramel
0080

 sizes 34 - 44



LEONIE
HS9852

page 24

black - 50

white - 00 pink - 26 turquoise - 30

dolomiti superroubaix 
stars

81% pes
19% ea

brushed Jersey
moisture management
wind control
UPS 50+
 

 sizes 34 - 44



STELLA
HS9853

colorado lycra
big star

90% pes
10% ea

page 25

black - 50

white - 00 pink - 26 turquoise - 30

brushed Jersey
moisture management
UPS 50+

 sizes 34 - 44



LEONIE
HS9854

dolomiti superroubaix 
jungle print design

81% pes
19% ea

brushed Jersey
moisture management
wind control
UPS 50+
 

page 26

black - army
 150

white - black
 100

 sizes 34 - 44



brushed Jersey
moisture management
UPS 50+

white - black
 100

ELLA
HS9855

colorado lycra
jungle print design

90% pes
10% ea

page 27

black - army
 150

 sizes 34 - 44



LEONIE
HS9857

dolomiti superroubaix 
jungle print design

85% pes
15% ea

brushed Jersey
moisture management
wind control
UPS 50+
 

page 28

white
200 

turquoise
230 

 sizes 34 - 44



white
200 

turquoise
230 

brushed Jersey
moisture management
UPS 50+

STELLA
HS9858

colorado lycra
jungle print design

81% pes
19% ea

page 29

 sizes 34 - 44



Traditional cuts, modern silhouette and two di�erent �nishings:
Unexpected allure in glossy navy, super shiny cool black or briliant innocent white. Stay visible 
and super warm in our illustrious duvet pu�er Jackets whether you go for a run on the slopes 
or a winter walks. 
Opt for the subtle �nishing with a matte shine in navy blue, black and white or go full fashion 
in bright yellow! Be assured that these versatile pieces with discrete Logo application give you 
the perfect hue on the slopes, for après ski or city strolls.

Complement the look with our color coordinated stretch ski trousers which excel due to 
exceptional �t, high tech materials and the perfect cut to �atter every silhouette.

Team the look with matching 1st or 2nd layers made out of super breathable hightech materials 
or our new Merino Ski knit collection. For an ultimate luxurious feeling choose a piece of the 
new cashmere collection to complete an assuredly e�ortless sophistication on and o� the 
slopes.

Solid Allure: Less is more – make it your statement!
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page 32

black - 50

white - 00 navy - 11 

TAYLOR
HS9860
style unisex

material shiny/ lack

100% pa

page 30

 sizes xs - xxl

down �lling 90/10
light weight



black - 50

white - 00 yellow 09 navy - 11 

page 32

JORDEN
HS9861
style unisex

material shiny matt

100% pa

page 31

 sizes xs - xxl

down �lling 90/10
light weight



Our HIGH SOCIETY collection would not be completed without the brand new 100% super�-
ne Merino Jumpers or for the ultimate luxurious feeling, the 100% �nest mongolian cashmir 
jumpers.
Whether you are out on the slopes or relaxing in your Chalet, High Society’s new Merino 
collection ensures a super fashionable yet sporty look whereas the Cashmere collection gives 
you a unique and e�ortless sophistication on and o� the slopes.
All pieces are color coordinated with the High Society Ski wear collection and have visual 
Logo applications for a fashionable sporty look and are available in 6 amazing colors: classic 
white and black, winter lilac, �ery red and trendy yellow and turquoise.

Immerse yourself in pure pleasure Kn
itt
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black - 50

yellow - 09

MAXIE
HS9870

big star

100% merino

thermoregulation
moisture management
super soft comfort
insulation capacity
( warms in cold and cools and heat )
UV protectionpage  32

turquoise - 30 pink - 26 lilac- 22 white - 00 

 sizes 34 - 44



F O R E V E RF O R E V E RF O R E V E RF O R E V E R

F O R E V E R

black - 50

yellow - 09

EVIE
HS9871

HIGH SOCIETY FOREVER

100% merino

thermoregulation
moisture management
super soft comfort
insulation capacity
( warms in cold and cools and heat )
UV protectionpage  33

turquoise - 30 red - 02 lilac- 22 white - 00 

F O R E V E R

 sizes 34 - 44



black - 50

yellow - 09

HOLLY
HS9872

page  34

turquoise - 30 red - 02white - 00 

S K I + stripes

100% merino

thermoregulation
moisture management
super soft comfort
insulation capacity
( warms in cold and cools and heat )
UV protection

 sizes 34 - 44



S    K    IS    K    IS    K    I

black - 50

yellow - 09

ABBY
HS9875

HS S K I

100% cashmere

7gg (gage)
30/2+2 (ply) 

page  35

turquoise - 30 lilac- 22 white - 00 

S    K    I

S    K    I

 sizes 34 - 44



black - white
5000

yellow - white
0900

GIA
HS9876

BIG STAR

100% cashmere

12gg (gage)
26/2 (ply)

page  36

grey - yellow
0409 

white - red
0002

white - black
0050 

 sizes 34 - 44



black - 50

yellow - 09

RIVER
HS9877

HIGH SOCIETY 
with stones

100% cashmere

7gg (gage)
26/2 (ply)

page  37

grey - 04 navy 12 lilac - 22white - 00 

 sizes 34 - 44



black - 50

yellow - 09

AVERY
HS9878

solid

100% cashmere

7gg (gage)
26/2 (ply)

page  38

grey - 04 navy 12 lilac - 22white - 00 

 sizes 34 - 44



turquoise - 30 

black - 50

yellow - 09

PHOEBE
HS9879

pants with side part
structure

100% cashmere

12gg (gage)
tight tension

page  39

grey - 04 navy 12 lilac - 22white - 00 

 sizes 34 - 44



HIGH SOCIETY

Free the Wild Volume II

Eco fur is much more than just a trend – its prominence is symmous with fashion and our 
growing respect for nature and environmental awareness.

If you want to continue your Winter Tale fashion statement o� the slopes as well, then opt for 
the incredibly glamourous but blissfully guiltfree High Society fake fur coats, jackets and 
vests.

This year’s High Society eco fur comes in 2 colors groups: classic and elegant black and white 
and in a groundbreaking new winter lilac and a mustard tone that adds a vivacious and 
optimistic touch to any look!

Choose between our long and stylish oversized sumptuous hoody coat with contrasting logo 
applications in white on the back and hoody – snuggle in and feel he warmth and comfort 
while looking super glam in this eco fox fur pleasure.
Alternatively welcome a burst of color with our short stand out jacket with vivid logo motive.

You can also go for the new ¾ eco mink jacket, a plush and easy every day piece that instantly 
gives you that extra touch of style either with contrasting logo applications on the sleeves or 
for a more muted and discreet look with a “ton sur ton” logo.

The collection would not be completed without the brand new short fake fur fox vest in black 
and white, that looks stunning on and o� the slopes. Wear it over your high society one piece 
ski overall for extra warmth and fashionable allure or for après ski or city pleasure. 

Complete the look with our color coordinated Merino Ski knit collection for a more sporty 
look or choose a piece from our new High Society cashmere collection to complete an assu-
redly e�ortless sophistication!

Embrace the guilt free pleasure!
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black - o�white
5001

PALOMA
HS9880

fake rex
HIGH SOCIETY LETTERS

100% pes

page  34

 sizes 34 - 44

ocra - white
1700

lilac - white
2200 

white - caramel
0080

PALOMA
HS9880

page  40

navy - white
 1100 

faux rex
HIGH SOCIETY LETTERS

100% pes

 sizes 34 - 44



black - white
5000

KAIA
HS9881

faux rex
HIGH SOCIETY LETTERS

100% pes

page  41

ocra - white
1700

lilac - white
2200 

white - caramel
0080

 sizes 34 - 44



black - 50

JADE
HS9882

faux rex

100% pes

page  42

white - 00

 sizes 34 - 44



black - white
5000

camel - white
8000

lilac - white
2200 

white - black
0050

PALOMA
HS9880

fake rex
HIGH SOCIETY LETTERS

100% pes

page  34

 sizes 34 - 44EDEN
HS9883

faux mink
HIGH SOCIETY LETTERS

100% pes

page  43

 sizes 34 - 44



black - 50

ocra - 17 lilac - 22white - 00

PALOMA
HS9880

fake rex
HIGH SOCIETY LETTERS

100% pes

page  34

 sizes 34 - 44MOLLY
HS9884

faux mink
HIGH SOCIETY LETTERS
OUTLINE

100% pes

page  44

 sizes 34 - 44



 one sizeVICTORIA
HS9890

black - 50

page  45

boy bag
material

100% nylon



page  46

RUSH
HS9891.F
detachable fur
�nn racoon

cotton mix
HIGH SOCIETY  PRINT

55% co
45% pa

RUSH
HS9891.FF
detachable
faux fur

black - caramel
5080

white - silver
0090

white - caramel
0080

black - silver
5090

 one size



white - silver
 0090

black - silver
5090

EIRA
HS9892

wool mix
STAR POWER 

50% co
50% ac

page  47

black - black
 5050

 one size



STAR
HS9893.F
detachable fur
�nn racoon

STAR
HS9893.FF
detachable
faux fur

page  48

cotton mix
STAR HIGH SOCIETY  stones

55% co
45% pa

black - caramel
5080

white - lilac
0022

black - anthrazit
5050

white - turquoise
 0030 

 one size



BRACELET
HS9898

Embroidered 
HIGH SOCIETY logo on front

100% Cotton

page 49

 Adjustable length: 14 - 23 cm

Adjustable tie closure
Tassel accents at closure
Sold in SETS:
1. SET: White and Pink ‘HIGH SOCIETY’ Cotton Bracelet Set 
2. SET: Army and Multicolor ‘HIGH SOCIETY’ Cotton Bracelet Set 

army - multicolor
 3308

white - rose
0026



silver 90

GABRIELLA
HS9899

page 50

GOOGLE
material glasses: PC
lens: mirror coating lens
frame material: TPU
100% UV protection
super impact resistance
anti-frog lens
double lens
rimless and cylindrial lens, broad sight
lens with magnetic

size
Measure:
width 180 mm
hight 100 mm



COLLECTION WINTER 21/22

CONTACT INFORMATION

info@highsocietyfashion.de

+49 (0) 2131 751478 0

WWW.HIGHSOCIETYFASHION.DE

EMAIL ADDRESS

PHONE NUMBER


